News access from the Auburn Public Library

*NewsBank™ is a full-text news database offered to members of the Auburn Public Library.*

This is a subscription-based resource that provides a comprehensive collection of reliable news sources covering a wide array of topics and issues.

Patrons must have a valid Auburn Public Library card | Log-in is required

Access now includes

- Daily access to the Telegram & Gazette, with full text and full color images.
- Links to hundreds of newspapers, news magazines, journals and other news formats
- Archives to decades of the T&G and other news sources
- Options to set up email NewsBank updates
- Options to create personal news folders
- Special Reports * Hot Topics * Daily Headlines and Lesson Plans

**Click [NewsBank](#) for access!**

Access to this resource is also located on the Library website under Library databases

*Please call the Library at 508-832-7790 M-F 8:00am - 4:00pm if you need assistance!*